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A B S T R A C T   

Purpose: To evaluate the response of the four smallest active volume thimble type ionization chambers 
commercially available (IBA-dosimetry RAZOR Nano Chamber, Standard Imaging Exradin A16, IBA-dosimetry 
CC01 and PTW T31022) when measuring SRS cone collimated Flattening Filter Free (FFF) fields. 
Methods: We employed Monte Carlo simulation for calculating correction factors as defined in IAEA TRS-483. 
Monte Carlo simulation beam model and ion chamber geometry definitions were supported by an extensive 
set of measurements. Type A and B uncertainty components were evaluated. 
Results: Commissioning of Monte Carlo 6 MV and 10 MV FFF beam models yielded relative differences between 
measured and simulated dose distributions lower than 1.5%. Monte Carlo simulated output factors for 5 mm SRS 
field agree with experimental values within 1% local relative difference for all chambers. Smallest active volume 
ion chamber (IBA-dosimetry RAZOR Nano Chamber) exhibits smallest correction, being compatible with unity. 
Correction factor combined uncertainties range between 0.7% and 0.9%. Smallest uncertainties were recorded 
for smallest and largest active volume ion chambers, although the latter exhibited largest correction factor. 
Highest contribution to combined uncertainty was type B component associated with beam model initial electron 
spatial Full Width Half Maximum (FWHM) uncertainty. 
Conclusions: Among the investigated chambers, the IBA RAZOR Nano Chamber was found to be an excellent 
choice for narrow beam output factor measurement since it requires minimum correction (in line with IAEA TRS- 
483 recommendations). This is caused by its tiny size and tissue equivalence materials which produce minimum 
volume averaging and fluence perturbation.   

Introduction 

Ion chambers have been used extensively in radiotherapy dosimetry 
[1]. Their advantages are robustness, stability, adequate tissue equiva-
lence at therapy energy range, small recombination at conventional 
therapy dose per pulse rates and most of all an extensively and stan-
dardized theory describing corrections needed to calculate absorbed 
dose from their reading. With the increase of small field usage in 
radiotherapy, especially with the advent of Intensity Modulated Radia-
tion Therapy (IMRT) and other techniques using Multi-Leaf Collimator 
(MLC), smaller active volume detectors were needed. Ion chamber main 
limitations show up when measuring beams narrower than 2 cm or at 

beam penumbra [2]. Due to air low sensitivity, active volumes are not 
usually constructed with sizes smaller than 2–3 mm. This produces 
volume averaging in small field dosimetry [3,4]. Chamber materials can 
also produce significant perturbation effects in these small fields [5]. 
Other limitations are polarity effect dependence on field size and other 
electric effects related to low signal to noise ratio such as stem/cable 
effect and signal instability [3,5,6]. Early small active volume chambers 
exhibited limited accuracy in these fields [2]. Early solid state detectors 
showed poor tissue equivalence and suffered important total ionizing 
dose damage. They also presented discrepancies of the detector response 
from equally manufactured dosimeters [7]. More recently, with the 
increased use of highly modulated fields or small fields such as those 
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used in Stereotactic Radiation Therapy (SRS) and Stereotactic Body 
Radiation Therapy (SBRT), chambers have been mostly replaced by solid 
state detectors such as synthetic diamond [8,9]. Latest developments in 
Radiotherapy may require new construction designs for both ion 
chambers and solid state detectors [10,11]. 

Small field dosimetry with solid state detectors has been extensively 
studied, especially with the recent synthetic diamond which has better 
tissue equivalence [8]. IAEA TRS-483 recommends using a detector 
requiring no correction for small field dosimetry [1]. Nevertheless, 
many works presenting correction factors for these solid state detectors 
have been published [12–15]. Results in these works show that simu-
lations are sensitive to exact detector geometry, of which there might be 
a limited knowledge, leading sometimes to artificial results [13] which 
had to be reviewed afterwards [15,16]. Also, unit to unit detector dif-
ferences exist due to manufacturing tolerances, which limits universality 
of published data [12,16]. Despite this, these synthetic diamonds have 
proven to be a suitable detector for small field dosimetry [17]. Recently 
small active volume ion chamber designs have been improved and now 
detectors with volumes as small as 0.003 cm3 are available. This may 
render ion chambers appropriate again for state of the art small field 
dosimetry [18,19]. Existing bibliography is limited but shows the val-
idity of this detector for small field dosimetry [19,20]. 

The aim of this work is to evaluate the response of these small active 
volume ion chambers when measuring small static fields, by calculating 
Monte Carlo correction factors supported by experimental verification. 
These correction factors can be used to correct measurements for the 
effects in chamber response associated with small field dosimetry 
(mainly volume averaging and lack of lateral electronic equilibrium) 
and/or to define the range of field sizes in which the correction is smaller 
than certain tolerance and therefore the un-corrected miss-response of 
the chamber is tolerable. In this study we focused on 6 MV and 10 MV 
FFF, 5 mm SRS fields dosimetry with four ion chambers with active 
volumes ranging between 0.003 and 0.016 cm3. Accurate small field 
measurements are essential for a proper commissioning of Treatment 
Planning Systems devoted to SRS and SBRT or Highly Modulated 
radiotherapy where narrow beams are employed [21,22]. 

Methods 

In this work we studied the response of ionization chambers when 
measuring small static FFF beams by calculating their correction factors 
associated with output factors, usually expressed as: kfclin ,fref

Qclin ,Q . We calcu-
lated these factors by simulating by Monte Carlo the four absorbed doses 
in the following expression: 

kfclin ,fref
Qclin ,Q =

Dw,clinc
Dw,ref
DIC,clinc
DIC,ref

(1)  

Where Dw,clinic and Dw,ref are calculated absorbed doses to water within a 
small scoring water volume (voxel) placed at reference depth inside a 
water phantom for clinical and reference beams, respectively. DIC,clinic 

and DIC,ref are the absorbed dose to air within the cavity of an ionization 
chamber placed at same position as water voxels for clinical and refer-
ence beams, respectively. For obtaining beam models we used methods 
developed in a previous work and applied them to 6 MV FFF (6FFF) and 
to 10 MV FFF (10FFF) beams [23]. 

Evaluated chambers considered in this study are listed and described 
in the following table: 

We also evaluated the response of smallest and largest active volume 
ion chambers along small field lateral and depth profiles. For this, we 
simulated beam profiles and Percentage Depth Dose (PDD) of the 5 mm 
cone using a small water voxel as reference scoring voxel and compared 
that to the simulated result. This comparison is presented as a correction 
factor calculated for each (x,y,z) position within the water phantom as: 

kfclin ,fref
Qclin ,Q (x, y, z) =

Dw,clinc(x,y,z)
Dw,ref (0,0,zref )

DIC,clinic(x,y,z)
DIC,ref (0,0,zref )

(2) 

In the following sections we describe Monte Carlo methods, models, 
experimental validation of results and type A and B uncertainty 
assessment. 

Monte Carlo simulation 

BEAMnrc code (Rev1.78 version) [24] was used to produce phase 
space files scored at the water phantom surface. These phase spaces were 
used in a next step as source to simulation of absorbed dose to air 
enclosed in ion chamber cavity and absorbed dose to a water voxel 
within a water phantom with egs_chamber code (version 1.21) [25]. 

The model of a 6FFF Varian TrueBeam described and validated in 
[23] was used in the present work to produce 6FFF fields. Same primary 
electron parameters found in that work were considered in this study. 

Following same philosophy as described in [23], a detailed model of 
a 10FFF Varian TrueBeam was developed with the following two main 
differences respect to 6FFF model: the target was modified (the model 
consisted of a 0.65 mm thick tungsten sheet that rests on a 9.1 mm layer 
of copper) and a 1 mm thin brass slab was added after primary colli-
mator. In order to obtain primary electron parameters of 10FFF model 
(mean energy and focal spot size), same procedure as described in [23] 
was used. 5 × 5, 10 × 10 and 20 cm × 20 cm fields were used for 
selecting beam model primary electron source parameters. 

Clinical static field for both 6FFF and 10FFF commissioned beams 
considered was a BrainLab 5 mm diameter cone and reference field was 
a 3 cm × 3 cm field. Therefore, calculation of absorbed doses in equa-
tions (1) and (2) required simulating these same phase spaces for both 
beam modalities, which were scored at 92.5, 98, 98.5 or 100 cm from 
source depending on measurement to be corrected. Phase spaces are 
listed in Table 2. Jaw settings for the 3x3 fields were adjusted as to 
reproduce same exact field size as in measurements. 

Simulation of absorbed dose to air inside ion chamber cavity was 
carried out with egs_chamber following the methods described in [23]. 
As it was shown in that previous work, accurate reproduction of 
experimental data requires simulation of detector response within ge-
ometry as close as possible to actual detector geometry. Detailed models 
of the chambers listed in Table 1 were implemented with egs++

combinatory geometry functions. Chamber reference points are placed 
on axis at a reference depth. Absorbed dose to water was simulated with 
egs_chamber with same transport parameters and Variance Reduction 
Techniques as in absorbed dose to air simulations. Absorbed dose to 
water was scored in a cubic voxel centred at same position as chamber 
reference point. Reference depths are listed in Table 2. Water voxel 

Table 1 
Ionization chambers considered in this work and summary of characteristics.  

Manufacturer and 
model 

Cavity Dimensions 
(radius/length, mm) 

Active 
volume 
(cm3) 

Electrode 
materials 
(central/wall) 

PTW T31022 Pinpoint 1.45/2.9  0.016 Aluminum/ 
Graphite, PMMA 

IBA-dosimetry CC01 1/3.1  0.01 Steel/C552 
Standard Imaging 

A16 
1.27/2.46  0.007 Nickel-copper/ 

A150 
IBA-dosimetry 

RAZOR Nano 
Chamber 

1/*  0.003 Graphite/ 
Graphite 

PTW T31010 
Semiflex**   

0.125 Aluminum/ 
Graphite, PMMA 

*The cavity of this chamber is spherical. 
**This chamber was used in Monte Carlo beam model commissioning; no 
correction factors are presented in this work. 
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dimensions were adjusted to improve statistics without biasing simula-
tion results and are listed in Table 2. 

Experimental validation 

Proper experimental validation of Monte Carlo simulation is essen-
tial for producing accurate results. In our approach, experimental vali-
dation of simulated correction factors was based on three tests, namely: 
i) checking beam model in wide fields; ii) checking chamber model in 
cone collimated fields and iii) checking output factor simulation: 

Firstly, we checked that our beam model reproduced ionometric 
measurements of Percent Depth Doses (PDD) and beam profiles inside a 
water tank for wide fields between 5 × 5 and 20 cm × 20 cm within 
tolerances. Beam profiles were measured with a PTW T31022 Pinpoint 
ion chamber and PDDs with a PTW T31010 Semiflex ion chamber and 
simulated using air within cavities of models of these same detectors as 
scoring geometries. We established as pass criterion that all simulated 
points reproduced measured points within 1% of relative local deviation 
for PDD and 1% of relative deviation for beam profiles. 

Secondly, we checked that our chamber models reproduced experi-
mental percent depth doses and beam profiles for 5 mm cone collimated 
beams (6FFF and 10FFF) as measured by chambers within tolerances. 
Pass criterion was 1% of relative local deviation for PDD and 1% of 
relative deviation for beam profiles. 

Finally, we simulated output factors for which corrections were to be 
calculated and compared them with measured output factors for all of 
the chambers studied. Pass criterion was 1% of relative local deviation. 

Uncertainty 

Monte Carlo simulation uncertainty 
Monte Carlo simulation gives an estimate of type A uncertainty of 

averaged absorbed dose scored by individual particle tracks. This type A 
uncertainty can be propagated to correction factors calculated according 
to equations (1) or (2). However, other uncertainty contributions can 
only be estimated as type B and must be evaluated separately and added 
to propagated type A uncertainty. 

If we consider correction factors as functions which depend on a set 
of parameters pi (which can be scoring geometry position or phase space 
primary source parameters), then we can propagate type B uncertainty 
of the correction factor associated to type B uncertainty of parameters pi 
by: 

u
(

kfclin ,fref
Qclin ,Q (pi)

)2
=
∑n

i=1
u(pi)

2

(
∂kfclin ,fref

Qclin ,Q (pi)

∂pi

)2

≈

≈
∑n

i=1
u(pi)

2

(
kfclin ,fref

Qclin ,Q (pi) − kfclin ,fref
Qclin ,Q (pi + u(pi) )

u(pi)

)2

=

=
∑n

i=1

(
kfclin ,fref

Qclin ,Q (pi) − kfclin ,fref
Qclin ,Q (pi + u(pi) )

)2

(3) 

Two sources of type B uncertainty were considered:  

• Positioning uncertainty: We considered 0.25 mm diagonal miss- 
positioning of the chamber within XY plane as worst case scenario. 
This value is large enough to contain contributions of miss- 
positioning of chamber respect to reference point and isocenter 
definition [26].  

• Propagation of type B uncertainty of phase space primary source 
parameters. Uncertainties given by the commissioning procedure 
and shown in Table 3. 

Therefore uncertainty in output factor correction factors is calcu-
lated according to: 

u
(

kfclin ,fref
Qclin ,Q

)2
=
(

kfclin ,fref
Qclin ,Q (E) − kfclin ,fref

Qclin ,Q (E + u(E) )
)2

+
(

kfclin ,fref
Qclin ,Q (FWHM) − kfclin ,fref

Qclin ,Q (FWHM + u(FWHM) )
)2

+
(

kfclin ,fref
Qclin ,Q (x0, y0) − kfclin ,fref

Qclin ,Q (x0 + u(x0), y0 + u(y0) )
)2

+ u
(

kfclin ,fref
Qclin ,Q

)2

typeA

(4) 

Where: u(E) and u(FWHM) are uncertainties of beam model initial 
source energy and spatial FWHM, calculated as described in our previ-
ous work [13]; u(x0) and u

(
y0
)

are positioning uncertainties in × and y 

axis; kfclin ,fref
Qclin ,Q (E+u(E) ) is the correction factor evaluated for a beam with 

initial source energy E + u(E); kfclin ,fref
Qclin ,Q (FWHM+u(FWHM) ) is the 

correction factor evaluated for a beam with initial source spatial dis-
tribution with a Full Width Half Maximum of FWHM + u(FWHM); 
kfclin ,fref

Qclin ,Q
(
x0 +u(x0), y0 +u

(
y0
) )

the correction factor evaluated at a posi-

tion with coordinates x0 +u(x0) and y0 +u
(
y0
)

and u
(

kfclin ,fref
Qclin ,Q

)2

typeA 
is 

Monte Carlo estimated type A uncertainty. Similarly, uncertainties can 
be calculated in this way for position dependent correction factors as 
those calculated according to equation (2). 

Experimental uncertainty 
Following contributions to experimental uncertainty of ion chamber 

measurements were evaluated:  

• Reproducibility of several consecutive measurements, without any 
geometrical changes.  

• Reproducibility of measurements, after re-setting of whole geometry 
(water tank positioning, gantry setting, chamber positioning and 
collimator adjustment). 

Results 

Best values for primary electron mean energy and spot size and 
corresponding uncertainties were found after running the commis-
sioning algorithm described in López-Sánchez et al. [23] through 10FFF 
measured and simulated data. These are shown in Table 3 together with 
parameters found in our previous work for 6FFF. 

With these parameters, simulated and measured 10FFF PDDs and 
beam profiles of 5 × 5, 10 × 10 and 20 cm × 20 cm agreed within 
criteria defined in section ii.b except for a single point in the 10 cm × 10 
cm field profile which exhibited 1.3% difference respect to its 

Table 2 
Source to surface distance and reference depth per measurement type and beam 
energy studied, and voxel dimensions in the corresponding absorbed dose to 
water Monte Carlo simulations.  

Energy Measurement SSD 
(cm) 

Reference 
depth (cm) 

Water voxel 
dimensions (mm) 

6FFF Output Factor 100 5 0.2 × 0.2 × 1 
10FFF Output Factor 100 5 0.2 × 0.2 × 1 
6FFF 5 mm cone beam 

profile 
92.5 7.5 0.4 × 0.4 × 1 

10FFF 5 mm cone beam 
profile 

92.5 7.5 0.4 × 0.4 × 1 

6FFF 5 mm cone PDD 98.5 – 0.8 × 0.8 × 0.5 
10FFF 5 mm cone PDD 98 – 0.8 × 0.8 × 0.5  

Table 3 
Beam model initial electron source parameters which best reproduce wide 6 and 
10 FFF fields and associated uncertainties.  

Beam Modality MC Best Energy (MeV) MC Best FWHM (mm) 

6FFF 6.1 ± 0.1 1.60 ± 0.05 
10FFF 10.4 ± 0.1 0.80 ± 0.05  
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experimental value. This comparison is shown in Figs. 1 and 2. 
After finding best simulation source parameters reproducing wide 

fields, we verified our beam models down to narrow beams (by inserting 
5 mm Brainlab Cone collimation) and simultaneously we validated de-
tector geometry models. Chamber cavity dimensions for all but IBA- 
dosimetry RAZOR Nano Chamber had to be adjusted within manufac-
turer tolerances in order to fit experimental data; these changes were 
supported by mammograph imaging of the chambers. These changes led 
to up to 2% variations in output factor. 

Simulated absorbed dose to air enclosed in the cavity of modelled 
chambers reproduced experimental values of percent depth doses and 
beam profiles of 6FFF and 10FFF 5 mm cone collimated beams, 
measured with these chambers, within criteria defined in section ii.b 
except for 4 points of Razor Nano Chamber beam profile simulations: 
One in 6FFF and three in 10FFF 5 mm cone fields in which relative 

difference reached up to 1.5%. These results are shown in Fig. 3 and in 
Fig. 4 for the smallest and biggest active volume chambers considered in 
this study. 

Finally, additionally to the correction factor results for small fields, 
we simulated output factors for all chambers and compared them with 
experimental data. All simulated output factors agreed with measure-
ments within 1% relative local difference, as shown in Table 4. Output 
factor experimental uncertainty component associated with reproduc-
ibility ranged between 0.1% and 0.2%. Uncertainty component associ-
ated with geometry re-setting ranged between 0.2% and 0.4%. Both 
uncertainty components were minimum for PTW T31022 Pinpoint and 
maximum for IBA-dosimetry RAZOR Nano Chamber respectively. 

6FFF and 10FFF 5 mm cone collimated output factor correction 
factors, calculated with equation (1) respect to a 3 cm × 3 cm reference 
field, for ion chambers considered in this study are shown in Table 5, 
with associated combined uncertainty, calculated itself with equation 
(4). 

6 and 10 FFF 5 mm diameter field PDD and beam profile correction 
factors, calculated with expression (2), for PTW T31022 Pinpoint and 
IBA-dosimetry RAZOR Nano Chamber, are shown in Figs. 5 and 6. 

Discussion 

Agreement found between simulated and measured data validated 
our beam models and the election of primary electron beams for 10FFF 
for wide open fields, as it had been proved for 6FFF beam model in our 
previous work [23]. 

Agreement found between experimental and simulated cone field 
beam profiles and percent depth dose curves showed that chambers 
studied were correctly modelled in the simulations and further validated 
6FFF and 10FFF beam models and primary electron source parameter 
election down to narrow fields. 

Simulation result variations found in the fine tuning of chamber 
geometries were similar to what we have in our Secondary Standard 
Dosimetry Laboratory records for calibration coefficients in small active 
volume chambers. IBA-dosimetry RAZOR Nano Chamber nominal ge-
ometry was the only that did not require fine tuning of dimensions. This 
is normal since its cavity is much smaller than those of the other 
chambers and therefore fluence perturbation and volume averaging are 
minimal and do not affect output factor result. 

It should be noted that our capacity to reproduce experimental re-
sults in simulations showed that our beam model is valid in general for 
all 6FFF and 10FFF TrueBeam units but that chamber models, other than 
IBA-dosimetry RAZOR Nano Chamber, are strictly valid only for the 
individual chamber units employed in our measurements, since we 
reproduced their particular geometry. Other chambers of same type may 
exhibit small manufacturing differences which may produce different 
responses. 

As for output factor correction factors, PTW T31022 Pinpoint, the 
largest active volume chamber, exhibited the highest amount of 
correction. IBA-dosimetry CC01 and Standard Imaging Exradin A16 
present both similar correction factors. All but one of the chambers 
studied need a correction higher than 5% in the 5 mm diameter field 
considered in this work. This makes them un-suitable for dosimetry in 
such a small field. Remarkably, however, IBA-dosimetry RAZOR Nano 
Chamber had a correction compatible with unity which makes it a 
suitable detector for small field output factor measurements. This fol-
lows the logical trend that the higher active volume, the higher volume 
averaging and therefore the higher correction factor. If a satisfactory 
evaluation on short and long term reproducibility is carried out, this 
chamber could be considered as a good candidate for reference dosim-
etry of small static fields. 

Correction factor uncertainty was in general dominated by type B 
component associated with primary electron beam model FWHM un-
certainty. This component decreases with active volume. As detector 
dimensions are reduced, on axis calculated response gets less sensitive to 

Fig. 1. Percent depth dose curves measured with a PTW T31010 Semiflex 
(continuous lines) and calculated within PTW T31010 Semiflex geometry by 
Monte Carlo simulation (triangles, squares and circles) for 5x5, 10x10 and 15 
cm × 15 cm 10FFF fields. Relative Local differences between measured and 
simulated data are shown at bottom. 

Fig. 2. Beam profile curves measured with a PTW T31022 Pinpoint (contin-
uous lines) and calculated within PTW T31022 Pinpoint geometry by Monte 
Carlo simulation (triangles, squares and circles) for 5x5, 10x10 and 15 cm × 15 
cm 10FFF fields. Relative differences between measured and simulated data are 
shown at bottom. 
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changes in beam profile induced by changes in FWHM. Type B compo-
nent associated with positioning is minimal for the bigger and smaller 
active volume chambers and maximal for intermediate sized active 
volumes. This indicates that PTW T31022 Pinpoint correction is domi-
nated by volume averaging and that cavity dimensions are comparable 
with beam size and therefore the correction is similar and large 
regardless of chamber miss positioning. On the other hand, IBA- 
dosimetry RAZOR Nano Chamber correction was always small 
(compatible with unity) as long as we consider miss-positioning within 
the nearly flat region of the beam. Intermediate active volume chambers 

are more sensitive to miss-positioning because they do not have a size 
comparable nor much smaller than with beam size. Type B uncertainty 
associated with beam model initial electron energy did not show any 
clear trend but IBA razor values were slightly higher than the rest, 
maybe due to composition of central electrode. Type B uncertainty 
associated with beam model parameter FWHM was minimal for smallest 
active volume and maximal for highest active volume, as an increase in 
FWHM broadens field penumbra and increases high volume chamber 
miss response [27]. As for combined uncertainty, IBA-dosimetry RAZOR 
Nano Chamber exhibited the lowest value since it presents a much 

Fig. 3. Beam profile curves measured with PTW T31022 Pinpoint and IBA-dosimetry RAZOR Nano Chamber (continuous lines) and calculated within PTW T31022 
Pinpoint and IBA-dosimetry RAZOR Nano Chamber geometries by Monte Carlo simulation (triangles and squares) for 6 FFF 5 mm cone field (left) and 10FFF 5 mm 
cone field (right). Relative differences between measured and simulated data are shown at bottom. 

Fig. 4. Percent depth dose measured with chamber (lines) and calculated within chamber geometry by Monte Carlo simulation (symbols) for 6 FFF and 10 FFF 5 mm 
cone field. Left IBA-dosimetry RAZOR Nano Chamber and Right PTW T31022 Pinpoint. Relative Local differences between measured and simulated data are shown 
at bottom. 

Table 4 
Measured (exp OF) and simulated (MC OF) output factors for a 5 mm diameter collimator and for 6 FFF and 10 FFF beam modalities.  

Chamber 6FFF 5 mm exp 
OF 

6FFF 5 mm MC 
OF 

Local relative 
difference 

10FFF 5 mm exp 
OF 

10FFF 5 mm MC 
OF 

Local relative 
difference 

PTW T31022 Pinpoint 0.623 ± 0.001 0.618 ± 0.005  − 0.80% 0.524 ± 0.001 0.529 ± 0.004  0.95% 
IBA-dosimetry CC01 0.637 ± 0.002 0.632 ± 0.006  − 0.78% 0.543 ± 0.001 0.545 ± 0.004  0.33% 
Standard Imaging Exradin A16 0.632 ± 0.002 0.629 ± 0.005  − 0.60% 0.539 ± 0.002 0.542 ± 0.003  0.47% 
IBA-dosimetry RAZOR Nano 

Chamber 
0.685 ± 0.003 0.683 ± 0.004  − 0.37% 0.587 ± 0.003 0.587 ± 0.002  0.01%  
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smaller correction factor. 
Percent depth dose correction factor results indicated that IBA- 

dosimetry RAZOR Nano Chamber can be used for small field percent 
depth dose measurements within 1% accuracy while PTW T31022 
Pinpoint produces a miss response of up to 5% gradually decreasing with 
depth in water. As in output factor measurement, the combination of 
small active volume and small fluence perturbation is the reason for the 
adequate dosimetric behaviour of IBA-dosimetry RAZOR Nano 
Chamber. 

As for beam profiles, calculated corrections showed that IBA- 
dosimetry RAZOR Nano Chamber produces a negligible volume aver-
aging and fluence perturbation in the vicinity of beam axis, up to 1 mm 
of axis distance, which makes the chamber less prone to miss positioning 
errors while measuring output factors. Nevertheless, none of the 
chambers are suitable for 5 mm small field profile measurements given 
that most of measuring points fall within beam penumbra region. 

Generic correction factors should be used with care since chamber to 
chamber variations could imply that different correction factors are 
needed. In other words, if manufacturing differences between chambers 
of the same model exist, then measured output factors could be different 
and therefore our chamber model geometries should be changed 
accordingly to yield valid correction factor results. Moreover, reference 
field size could be slightly different and produce a slightly different 
output factor. A reader looking for correction factors, before using data 
from this work, should measure output factors and compare them with 
experimental results shown in previous section. 

Conclusions 

We found that of the commercially available small active volume ion 
chambers studied, IBA-dosimetry RAZOR Nano Chamber, presents an 
output factor correction factor compatible with unity and also the lowest 
uncertainty when measuring 5 mm diameter 6 and 10 FFF fields. It can 
also be used to measure 5 mm diameter field percent depth doses within 
1% accuracy and is insensitive up to +/- 1 mm miss positioning while 
measuring on axis output factors. The main conclusion of this work is, 
therefore, that this detector is an excellent choice for small field 
dosimetry since it presents all the advantages of an ion chamber over 
other detection technologies. This is caused by its excellent design, 
which on one hand produces minimum fluence perturbation because of 
its tiny active volume and its wall and electrode water equivalence and 
also because of its minimum volume averaging due again to its tiny 
active volume. 

The authors insist in the fact that results presented here are self- 
consistent with the set of measurements of this work. Small detector 
to detector manufacturing differences, if exist, could produce different 
output factors and therefore require different corrections. A note of 
caution should be observed when using Monte Carlo calculated correc-
tion factors in generic geometries since that equates to considering 
generic calibration coefficients for a certain chamber type. A more ac-
curate approach would be to consider type B uncertainty contributions 
to correction factors which take into account manufacturing differences. 
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Table 5 
6 and 10 FFF 5 mm cone field correction factors, calculated using equation (1) respect to a 3 cm × 3 cm reference field, and associated combined uncertainty for 4 ion 
chamber models considered in this work. Each uncertainty component is calculated as each of the bracketed terms of equation (4).  

Chamber Beam kfclin,fref
Qclin,Q 

Type A uncert. Type B uncert. 
(positioning) 

Type B uncert. (E) Type B uncert. (FWHM) Combined Uncertainty 

PTW T31022 Pinpoint 6FFF  1.107  0.004  0.001  0.002  0.007  0.008 
10FFF  1.111  0.004  0.001  0.004  0.006  0.008 

IBA-dosimetry CC01 6FFF  1.084  0.004  0.005  0.006  0.006  0.010 
10FFF  1.077  0.004  0.007  0.005  0.005  0.010 

Standard Imaging Exradin A16 6FFF  1.090  0.004  0.004  0.004  0.006  0.009 
10FFF  1.084  0.004  0.002  0.003  0.005  0.007 

IBA-dosimetry RAZOR Nano Chamber 6FFF  1.005  0.005  0.002  0.004  0.002  0.007 
10FFF  1.002  0.004  0.001  0.002  0.004  0.006  

Fig. 5. Correction factor for 6 (top) and 10 FFF (bottom) 5 mm diameter field 
for PTW T31022 Pinpoint (black triangles) and IBA-dosimetry RAZOR Nano 
Chamber (red circles) as a function of depth. 

Fig. 6. Correction factor for 6 (top) and 10 FFF (bottom) 5 mm diameter field 
for PTW T31022 Pinpoint (black triangles) and IBA-dosimetry RAZOR Nano 
Chamber (red circles) as a function of Off Axis Distance. 
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